
Discover how Travelport Resolve will accelerate performance 
and drive customer loyalty during a flight disruption

Visit travelport.com/resolve

The dashboard is 
updated as bookings 
are made, to keep 
airlines updated on 
room availability
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This makes it easier, 
faster and more 
cost-e�ective to source 
and distribute hotel 
rooms when flights      
are delayed

Ensuring the customer 
knows an airline is doing 
its very best to get them 
on their way again
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Travelport Resolve 
is launched and 
automates tasks 
that were previously 
processed manually

Travelport Resolve 
retrieves all 
passenger details 
from disrupted flights

Allowing airlines   
to keep the traveler 
informed by 
sending them 
information about 
itinerary changes
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Messages are 
personalized 
with the 
airline's brand

The list of a�ected 
passengers is sent to 
Travelport Resolve, 
which automatically 
applies an airline’s 
eligibility criteria for 
hotel rooms

Passengers can 
avoid queuing 
and book a room 
via their mobile 
device by clicking 
the link provided
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Using Travelport 
Resolve’s reporting 
capabilities, the 
airline can analyze 
delay cause and  
hotel room usage

Providing them with 
actionable insights 
that can improve   
how they deal with 
irregular operations  
in the future

When a 
disruption occurs...
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The Resolve Inventory Dashboard 
collects local hotel availability to 
be used in a disruption
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Now airlines can turn a situation that could damage their 
brand reputation, into one that could even enhance it

This results in frustrated travelers and puts extra stress on the airline sta�

The challenge for airlines is to look after their customers, 
support their sta� and protect their brand   

cost to the travel 
industry***$60bnpassengers are 

disrupted each year**817mof all flights are 
disrupted each day*20%

Irregular operations are a big issue for everyone

Resolving the challenges of flight disruption
We live in a world where a brand’s reputation is defined by 
the experiences it delivers – and the travel industry is no exception

Travelport Resolve

* Source Transtats. On average over the past 5 years 76.678% of flights were on time (2012 to 2016)  
** Source IATA. 7.5million flights cancelled or delayed. 109 average customers per flight. Travelport predict 817m passengers disrupted
*** Source T2RL report. “Shaping the Future of Airline Disruption Management”
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Delays and cancellations sometimes mean travelers need overnight accommodation.
Currently this is a manual process, as airlines source rooms for each traveler in a suitable hotel
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That’s why we’ve developed a high-performance solution called Travelport Resolve that will 
transform the way an airline performs, by automating passenger hotel accommodations and 
accelerating response times during irregular operations


